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Abstract This article proposes a method for controlling formations of autonomous nonholonomic vehicles
in order to reach a desired target region. The approach
is based on utilization of pairs of virtual leaders whose
control inputs are obtained in a single optimization process using Model Predictive Control (MPC) methodology. The obtained solution of the optimization includes
both a complete plan for the formation including the
overall structure of robots’ workspace and control inputs for each vehicle. This ensures collision-free trajectories between the robots as well as dynamic obstacles.
The proposed method enables to autonomously design
arbitrary manoeuvres, like reverse driving or rotations
of compact formations of car-like robots. Such a complicated behavior is illustrated by simulations and by
experiments. Furthermore, the requirements that guarantee convergence of the group to the target region are
formulated.
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1 Introduction
Turning of formations of car-like robots in a straitened
environment with dynamic obstacles is a challenging
task, which arises in many multi-robot applications.
Such a manoeuvre requires to incorporate reverse driving of the whole formation into autonomously designed
plans of vehicles. The plans should comprehend the
global structure of the workspace as well as the local
image of the environment. Moreover, the system should
be able to confirm if the desired task is solvable under
given conditions before the mission starts. This is also
relevant for the control of autonomous ploughs during
cooperative airport snow shoveling [35, 18] being one of
our target applications. In this task, the robots should
clean out completely the surface of runways even in
cases of a dead end or a road blocking. Such a situation
forces the shoveling formation to turn back on roads
with similar width as is the size of the formation itself,
which requires a complex manoeuvring.
In the classical literature, the formation driving methods are divided into the three main approaches: virtual structures [32, 5, 33], behavioral techniques [21,
22], and leader-follower methods [43, 11, 9, 13, 16].
In the presented work, we rely on the leader-follower
method, which is frequently used in applications for
car-like robots. In this approach, a robot or even several
robots are designated as leaders, while the others are
following them [43, 11, 9]. An example of the standard
scheme with one leader was published in [13], while an
approach using multiple leaders is provided in [16].
Recently, the research endeavor in the formation
driving community is aimed mainly at tasks of formation stabilization [1], [24] and formation following
a predefined path [17], [31], [42]. In [1], the formation
stabilization of vertical take-off and landing unmanned
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In all these methods, it is supposed that the desired trajectory is designed by a human operator or by
a standard path planning method modified for the formation requirements. The approach presented in this
paper goes beyond by providing flexible control inputs
for the followers as well as for the leader of the formation. It responds to the dynamical environment handling together optimality and stability of the leaderto-goal and followers-in-formation tasks. Such a direct
incorporation of the trajectory planning and formation
stabilization is a crucial aspect for the planning of complex manoeuvres including reverse driving and turning
on a spot, which are required by advanced formation
driving applications as is the mentioned sweeping task.

hicles may be found in [6, 23]. Early works applying the
MPC for the formation driving are presented in [12, 15].
These papers have utilized the MPC for the formation
forming in a workspace without obstacles. Recently, researchers takes advantage of the MPC to respond to
changes in dynamic environment again in tasks of the
path tracking and formation stabilization [7], [10], [44],
[40], [8]. In [7], authors introduce a new cost penalty in
the MPC optimization to guarantee the obstacle avoidance and a priority strategy using delayed neighboring
strategy to ensure inter-vehicle collision avoidance. Decentralized receding horizon motion planner introduced
in [10] is developed for coordination of robots in an environment with obstacles. The planning is decoupled
to two phases. Firstly, each vehicle computes its plan
independently to neighbors. This is followed by an adjustment of plans with inter-team collisions using local
exchanged information. The trajectory tracking mechanism developed in [44] is based on integration of differential evolution algorithm into the MPC concept. The
convergence of the evolution is proven by the Markov
chain model in the paper. Another formation-flight control technique using the MPC for the path tracking with
the obstacle avoidance function is presented in [40]. In
this concept, a heuristical approach is developed to reduce the computational time of MPC iterations and to
enable an on-line deployment. Finally, a formation stabilization with a precomputed path following approach
based on the MPC leader-follower concept is presented
in [8]. This is the only paper from the list, where the
issue termed as the formation backwards problem is investigated. The key idea, which enables the backward
movement during the stabilization of robots into the
desired shape, is to explicitly control orientation deviations between the leader and followers.

Tasks for which autonomous vehicles in formations
are used usually involve physical constraints imposed
by the vehicles (mobility constraints) or physical obstacles (environment constraints) and constraints enforced by inter vehicle relations (shape of the formation). Thus, it is important for control methodologies
to incorporate system’s constraints into the controllers
design while preserving overall system stability which
makes the MPC especially appealing. The MPC is an
optimization based control approach often used for stabilizing linear and nonlinear dynamic systems (e.g., see
[2] and references reported therein). Therefore, this technique is suitable for the control of complex systems
due to its ability to achieve desired system performance
while at the same time being able to handle system constraints. For a detailed survey of MPC methods we refer
to [27] and for nonlinear MPC algorithms to [14]. Examples of the MPC employed for control of unmanned ve-

In our approach, we generalize results from the reference [8] in several aspects. We apply the MPC for
the followers stabilization in the desired positions behind the leaders as in [8], but also for the virtual leaders trajectory planning to the desired goal area. Our
contribution is a general approach that accounts for a
nonholonomic robots’ formation stabilization and a trajectory planning (enforced by a stability constraint) to
reach a target region, also considering the response to
dynamic changes in the environment. We developed a
formulation in terms of the MPC (with an additional
receding horizon) by combining both, the trajectory
planning to the desired goal region and the immediate
control of the formation, into one optimization process.
Our method can continuously respond to changes in the
vicinity while the cohesion of the immediate control inputs with direction of the formation movement in future is kept. In comparison with the standard formation

aerial vehicles is addressed. The stability of the approach in presence of communication delays is proven
using Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals. The work in [24]
employs a distributed iterative learning scheme for solving the formation control with a switching strategy. In
the approach, the virtual structure and virtual leaderfollower schemes are discussed. The path following problem is tackled by designing a nonlinear formation control law based on the virtual structure approach in
[17]. The problem is solved individually for each mobile robot by introducing a virtual target propagated
along the path. In [31], according to the leader-follower
concept, the leader is forced to follow a given path,
while the followers track the leaders’s trajectory with
a fixed time delay. Beyond the trajectory tracking a
possibility of autonomous design of geometric pattern
of the desired formation is discussed in [42]. Namely,
the local information on the surrounding environment
is used to stabilize the formation and to ensure collision
free movement and the global information is employed
to form the shape of the group.
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driving methods, which use predefined trajectories and
a controller for trajectory tracking and formation stabilization, we take the advantage from the integration
of the trajectory planning and robots’ control in one
optimization process. This approach enables to navigate the formation in such a way that the local image
and the overall structure of the environment are appropriately incorporated. Furthermore, we extend the
common leader-follower concept with the idea of two
virtual leaders. One is employed for the forward and
one for the backward movement. Such an approach is
necessary for the complicated manoeuvres of the formation of car-like robots as shown in Sec. 4. To the best of
our knowledge, in the literature there is no general solution of the trajectory planning for formations of car-like
robots turning on spot or passing curves with radius
smaller than a minimal turning radius of the robots
in environment with dynamic obstacles. This behavior
is crucial for such complex applications as is the mentioned airport snow shoveling. The proposed method
provides a complete plan together with decisions when
and how often to switch between the guidance of the
virtual leaders during the task accomplishment.
We have published the basic ideas of the concept
with two virtual leaders in the conference paper [38].
Here, we present a more comprehensive description of
the method with both the theoretical and the implementation details. We offer a new theoretical part, where
the convergence of the system into the desired target region is studied. Besides, we present new experimental
results, which address the key abilities of the presented
methodology.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes necessary preliminaries and provides a short
description of the standard methods utilized in our approach. In Section 3, difficulties of the backward movement in the formation driving of car-like robots are illustrated and a description of our contribution to the
formation driving is presented. Section 4 provides a
proof of convergence of the developed method under
given requirements. The overall system has been verified by simulations and by experiments in Section 5.
Final conclusions and remarks are presented in Section
6. In the appendixes, we provide a description of separation of control inputs and states for each of the virtual
followers and a list of variables used in this paper for
clarification purposes.
2 Basic Notations
Let us start by considering a group of η mobile robots
(followers) led by two virtual leaders. The virtual leaders are complementary and therefore one and only one

has assigned the leadership at the moment. The followers are denoted with corresponding indices i ∈ {1, . . . , η}
in the paper. The virtual leaders are denoted with index L if they have assigned the leadership at the moment. Indexes L1 and L2 distinguish between particular
virtual leaders only if it is necessary for methods description. Besides, let ψj (t) = {xj (t), yj (t), θj (t)}, with
j ∈ {1, . . . , η, L}, denote configurations of the robot at
time t. The Cartesian coordinates (xj (t), yj (t)) for any
arbitrary configuration ψj (t) define position p̄j (t) of a
robot and θj (t) denotes its heading. We also assume
that the environment of the robots contains a finite
number n0 of compact obstacles.
2.1 Formation Models and Control Constraints
The kinematics for the followers and virtual leaders is
described by the simple nonholonomic kinematic model,
in which ẋj (t) = vj (t) cos θj (t), ẏj (t) = vj (t) sin θj (t)
and θ̇j (t) = Kj (t)vj (t). The velocity vj (t) and curvature Kj (t) represent control inputs ūj (t) = (vj (t), Kj (t)).
Let us define a time interval [t0 , tend ] containing a finite sequence of elements of increasing times {t0 , t1 , . . . ,
tend−1 , tend }, such that t0 < t1 < . . . < tend−1 < tend .
By integrating the kinematic model over this interval
and holding constant control inputs over each time interval [tk , tk+1 ), where k ∈ {0, . . . , end}, we can derive
the following model for transition points at which control inputs change (from this point we may refer to tk
using its index k):

1
xj (k) + Kj (k+1)
[sin (θj (k)+




 Kj (k + 1)vj (k + 1)∆t(k + 1)) −
xj (k + 1) = sin (θj (k))] , if Kj (k + 1) 6= 0;



x (k) + vj (k + 1) cos (θj (k)) ∆t(k + 1),

 j
if Kj (k + 1) = 0

1
y
j (k) − Kj (k+1) [cos (θj (k)+




 Kj (k + 1)vj (k + 1)∆t(k + 1)) −
yj (k + 1) = cos (θj (k))] , if Kj (k + 1) 6= 0;



y (k) + vj (k + 1) sin (θj (k)) ∆t(k + 1),

 j
if Kj (k + 1) = 0
θj (k + 1) = θj (k) + Kj (k + 1)vj (k + 1)∆t(k + 1).
(1)
In the discretized model, xj (k) and yj (k) are the rectangular coordinates and θj (k) the heading angle for the
configuration ψj (k) at the transition point with index
k. Velocity vj (k + 1) and curvature Kj (k + 1) are control inputs that are constant between transition points
with index k and k + 1. The sampling time ∆t(k + 1)
may not be uniform in the whole interval [t0 , tend ] as
is shown later. This model and notation allow us to
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Kmax,i , where vmax,i is the maximal forward velocity
of the i-th vehicle, vmin,i is the limit on the backward
velocity and Kmax,i is the maximal control curvature.
These values can be different for each of the followers.
Although, the leader is only a virtual point, its movement must respect constraints of the formation. As in
details described in [4], the control limits of the leader
Kmax,L , Kmin,L , vmax,L (t) and vmin,L (t) depend on the
motion abilities and positions of followers within the
formation.
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2.2 Receding Time Horizon Approach
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(b) Variable curvature.
Fig. 1 Equivalent formations with the same time invariant curvilinear coordinates p and q, but following different trajectories.

describe long trajectories of a robot using a minimal
amount of information such as: i) its initial configuration, ii) the sequence of switching times, and iii) the
sequence of control actions that are applied between
the transition points.
The presented approach relies on the well known
leader-follower method frequently used in applications
of car like robots [4]. In the method, the followers track
the leader’s trajectory in a predefined spacing. The followers are maintained in a relative distance to the leader
in a curvilinear coordinate system with two coordinates
p and q. The coordinate p traces the leader’s trajectory
and the coordinate q is perpendicular to axes p in the
leader’s position as is demonstrated in Fig. 1. The positive direction of p is defined from the leader’s position
back to the origin of its movement and the positive direction of q is defined in the left half plane in direction
of the forward movement of the leader.
The shape of the formation is thus uniquely determined by the parameters pi and qi , which are defined
for each follower i. To convert the state of the followers
in curvilinear coordinates to the state in rectangular
coordinates, the state of the leader at the travelled distance pi behind its actual position needs to be shifted
in distance qi (see Fig. 1). Details of this transformation
can be found in [4]. The positions of the i-th follower
can be determined only if pi ≥ 0, since the real position of the leader in future is unknown yet. This note is
important for the reverse driving as is shown in Section
3.
The control inputs are limited by the chassis and
engine for all followers. These limits can be described
by inequalities vmin,i ≤ vi (k) ≤ vmax,i and |Ki (k)| ≤

The main idea of the MPC or so called receding horizon control is to solve a moving finite horizon optimal
control problem. It starts from the initial configuration ψ(t0 ) of the system over a time interval [t0 , tf ]
under a set of constraints on the system states and control inputs. After a solution of the optimization problem is obtained, a portion of the computed control actions is applied on the interval [t0 , t0 + ∆tn], known as
the receding step. ∆t is uniform sampling interval between two neighboring transition points defined by the
model (1). This process is then repeated on the interval [t0 + ∆tn, tf + ∆tn] as the finite horizon moves by
time steps defined by the sampling time ∆tn, yielding
a state feedback control scheme strategy. The number
of applied constant control inputs n is chosen according
to computational demands as was explained in [36].
Advantages of the MPC scheme become evident in
terms of adaptation to unknown events and change of
strategy depending on new goals or new events such as
suddenly appearing obstacles in the environment. We
have adapted the standard MPC method for the followers’ trajectory tracking and we have developed a novel
concept based on MPC with three time horizons for the
leader trajectory planning and control (see Section 3.2
and 5.2). The novel proposed inclusion of the formation trajectory planning into the MPC concept enables
to autonomously design arbitrary complex manoeuvres
of the formation of nonholonomic robots, which is difficult with standard approaches considering only the local proximity of robots. The idea of the control scheme
enabling such a complex formation movement as well
as the description of the extended MPC method with
the additional receding time horizon is introduced in
the next section.

3 Method description
Firstly, let us demonstrate difficulties in the formation
driving that occur if the formation has to change its
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Fig. 2 Demonstrations of difficulties that can occur during manoeuvres of formations of car-like robots using the common leaderfollower concept and motivation for the development of the 2 virtual leaders approach. The snapshots were captured at times: tA <
tB < tC .

movement from the forward to backward direction. As
was mentioned in Section 2.1, the trajectory of followers is determined by states of the leader in travelled
distance pi behind its actual position. This means that
using this concept, the followers continue with forward
movement into the place where the leader changed the
polarity of its velocity. Then followers also start moving
backwards. Such a behavior could cause collisions or unacceptable disordered motion in case of more followers
going consecutively one by one as is demonstrated in
the sequence of snapshots in Fig. 2(a)-2(b). The second
line of the followers continues into the place of change
of velocity, while the first line is already going back
against them. This problem requires a modification of
the commonly used leader-follower concept for the formation maneuvering. The snapshots in Fig. 2(a)-2(b)
demonstrate, why it is not possible to employ the stateof-the-art methods [4], [39], [37] in complex manoeuvres
with the reverse driving included.

In the formation driving applications, it is supposed
that the entire group keeps a compact shape and therefore all members should change the polarity of their
velocity at the same moment. In Fig. 2(c), the desired
path has been modified in such a way that the formation can smoothly continue with the backward movement while keeping the desired shape. Nevertheless,
such subsequence changes of the leader’s trajectory can
be difficult in an environment with obstacles, where the
feasibility of the new solution is not guaranteed. Furthermore, during the backward movement the leader of
the formation is situated at the end of the group and
the assumption pi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , η}, which arises
from the formation driving concept in [4], cannot be
satisfied.

3.1 Concept of Complementary Virtual Leaders
To prevent the above specified problems, we propose a
novel MPC formation driving concept employing two
virtual leaders, one for the forward movement and one
for the backward movement. In our method, the leading
role of the virtual leaders is switched always when the
sign of the leader’s velocity is changed. The temporarily suspended virtual leader traces the leading virtual
leader similarly as the other followers to be able to undertake its leading duties at time of the next switching.
The virtual leaders will be positioned at the axis of the
formation, one in front of the formation and one behind
the formation.
In the presented approach, we propose to solve the
collision free trajectory planning and the optimal control for both virtual leaders together in one optimization step. This is necessary to ensure the integrity of the
solution for these physically separated plants and it is
not possible with the state-of-the-art formation driving
methods. To enable this feature, we extend the standard
MPC method, which is using only one control horizon
TN , into an approach utilizing two finite time intervals
TN and TM (see Fig. 3(a)). The interval TN (with N
transition points) provides immediate control inputs for
the formation regarding the local environment. By applying this portion of the control sequence, the group
is able to respond to changes in the workspace that can
be dynamic or newly detected static obstacles. The difference ∆t(k + 1) = tk+1 − tk is kept constant (later
denoted only ∆t) in this time interval and its length
should satisfy the requirements of the classical MPC
scheme.
The interval TM (with M transition points), which
is situated behind the time interval TN , takes into account information about the global character of the environment to properly navigate the formation to the
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Fig. 3 Schematic sketch of trajectories with denoted control inputs and states of the virtual leaders. (a) Solution without the reverse
driving. (b) Situation with the reverse driving of the formation. Here, the obtained solution of the optimization has been divided into
two particular trajectories. The solid line denotes the trajectory of the first virtual leader and the dashed line denotes the trajectory
of the second virtual leader.

goal. It enables to design the entire manoeuvre, which
usually contains multiple switches between the virtual
leaders. Here, we should highlight that the number of
switches between the virtual leaders is designed also
automatically with the optimization process. The transition points in interval TM are distributed irregularly
to effectively cover the environment. During the optimization process, more points should be automatically
allocated in the regions where a complicated maneuver
of the formation is needed. This is enabled due to the
varying values of ∆t(k + 1) = tk+1 − tk that are also
obtained during the optimization process.
For the compact description, let us collect the time
differences between neighboring transition points into
∆
the vector TL,M
= {∆t(N + 1), . . . , ∆t(N + M )}. Moreover, we need to gather states ψL (k), k ∈ {1, . . . , N },
and ψL (k), k ∈ {N +1, . . . , N +M }, into vectors ΨL,N ∈
R3N and ΨL,M ∈ R3M . Similarly the control inputs
ūL (k), k ∈ {1, . . . , N }, and ūL (k), k ∈ {N + 1, . . . , N +
M }, can be gathered into vectors UL,N ∈ R2N and
∆
UL,M ∈ R2M . Collecting all these vectors, TL,M
, ΨL,N ,
ΨL,M , UL,N and UL,M , we get a unique trajectory for
the formation to reach the desired region from the actual state, but only for situations where a reverse driving is not required. See a schematic picture of such a
trajectory in Fig. 3(a).
In complex manoeuvres, where the backward movement of the formation is needed, such a description of
the trajectory is insufficient. As mentioned above, such
a movement requires the switches between two complementary virtual leaders. To ensure smooth movement
of all robots that are still keeping the desired shape
of the formation, trajectories of both leaders have to

be encapsulated to a unique plan optimized at once.
Besides, the formation has to travel into the distance
maxi={1...η} pi to place the second virtual leader on the
position of the first one in the case of the direction
of movement alternation, as can be seen in Fig. 2(c).
Such a movement creates an appendix in the entire trajectory that would be followed by a single robot. The
minimal length of this additional trajectory, necessary
for the formation movement, is defined by the size of
the formation. The plans of both leaders together with
interconnecting appendixes have to form an integrated
solution of the trajectory planning process to guarantee
a compact collision free plan.
Therefore, we have to define a vector UApp collecting
control inputs ūApp (k), k ∈ {1, . . . , N + M − 1}, which
are applied for the movement of the virtual leaders in
the appendixes. N + M − 1 is the maximal theoretical
number of switches between the virtual leaders. Usually
the number of switches, which is autonomously determined during the optimization process, is significantly
lower. All variables describing the complete trajectory
for both virtual leaders can be then collected into the
∆
optimization vector ΩL = [ΨL,N , UL,N , ΨL,M , UL,M , TL,M
,
7N +8M −2
UApp ] ∈ R
. The leader trajectory planning and
the obstacle avoidance problem can be transformed into
an optimization of the vector ΩL with respect to the
cost function presented in Section 3.2. This process is
realized in the trajectory planning block in Fig. 4.
Now, let us denote results of the optimization process1 as ΩL◦ . As mentioned above, the obtained solution ΩL◦ contains necessary information for both lead1 From here, we use the notation ()◦ for denoting solutions or
parts of solutions of an optimization process.
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Fig. 4 Diagram of the entire planning and control system. See
the list of variables in the appendix for description of the meaning
of symbols used in this scheme.

ers, but we have to decide which part of the vector
will be assigned to which leader. Beside the control inputs ūApp1 (·) (resp. ūApp2 (·)) applied for movement of
the first (resp. the second) virtual leader, we denote
◦
(·) (resp.
states at the end of the appendixes as ψApp
1
◦
◦
◦
◦
ψApp2 (·)). All the sequences, ūApp1 (·), ūApp2 (·), ψApp
(·)
1
◦
◦
and ψApp2 (·), can be obtained from ΩL using the presented formation driving approach.
The process of separation of control inputs and states
from ΩL◦ is realized in the block 2 leaders of the diagram in Fig. 4. The idea of extracting of sequences of
control inputs and states for both virtual leaders comes
directly from the proposed mechanism of the leadership alternation. Readers interested in implementation
details of the proposed algorithm can find a general description of the separation of control inputs and states
in the appendix of this paper. Nevertheless, the example presented in Fig. 3(b) should be sufficient to fully
understand the idea of the method. The parameters of
the trajectory in the example are N = 4 and M = 5.
The result of the optimization process can be processed
as follows. The sequence of control inputs for the first
leader is UL◦ 1 = [ū◦L (1), ū◦L (2), ū◦L (3), ū◦L (4), ū◦L (5),
ū◦L (6), ū◦App1 (1), ū◦L (9)] and for the second leader is
UL◦ 2 = [ ū◦L (7), ū◦L (8), ū◦App2 (1)]. The sequence of transition points that belong to the trajectory of the first
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
leader is ΨL◦1 = [ψL
(1), ψL
(2), ψL
(3), ψL
(4), ψL
(5),
◦
◦
◦
◦
ψL (6), ψApp1 (1), ψL (8), ψL (9)] and the sequence of
transition points that belong to the trajectory of the
◦
◦
◦
◦
second leader is ΨL◦2 = [ψL
(6), ψL
(7), ψL
(8), ψApp
(1)].
2

3.2 Trajectory Planning and Control
As mentioned above, the trajectory planning and the
static and dynamic obstacle avoidance problem for both
virtual leaders can be transformed into the minimization of a single cost function JL (ΩL ). The cost function

gSF (ψL (N + M )) ≤ 0, gra,L (ΩL ) ≤ 0.
(2)
The cost function JL (ΩL ) is given by the equation

JL (ΩL ) =

NX
+M

∆t(k) + α

k=N +1



N +M
X−1

tApp (l)

l=1



dist(ΩL ) − rs,L
+ β min 0,
dist(ΩL ) − ra,L

(3)
2
.

The endeavor of the trajectory planning to reach a desired goal as soon as possible is expressed in the first two
parts of JL (·). The value tapp (l) estimates time of movement of a virtual leader in the l-th appendix. These
values are given by the required constant length of the
appendix maxi={1...η} pi and by the obtained velocity
of the virtual leader in the appendix. Time tApp (l) is
zero if v(k := l)v(k := l + 1) ≥ 0, which means that
there is no appendix needed.
The third part of JL (·) is the sum of modified avoidance functions (the motivation of utilization of these
functions comes from [41]). To describe these functions,
we need to define a circular detection boundary with radius rs and a circular avoidance boundary with radius
ra , where rs > ra . Single robots should not respond
to obstacles detected outside the region with radius rs .
On the contrary, distance between the robots and obstacles less than ra is considered as inadmissable. For
the virtual leaders, these zones need to be extended depending on the size of the formation to ensure that the
result of the leader trajectory planning is feasible also
for the followers. We will denote the extended radii as
rs,L and ra,L . The third part of JL (·) contributes to
the cost when an obstacle (static or dynamic) is closer
to the trajectory than rs,L and it will approach infinity if distance ra,L to the obstacle is reached. Function
dist(ΩL ) provides Euclidean distance between the closest obstacle and the leader’s trajectory. The influence
of described terms of the cost function is adjusted by
constants α and β.
The equality constraints hTN (k), ∀k ∈ {0, . . . , N −
1}, and hTM (k), ∀k ∈ {N, . . . , N + M − 1}, represent
the kinematic model (1) with initial conditions given by
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the actual state of the leader. The first set is applied for
the first part of the trajectory with constant ∆t, while
the second set should be satisfied for the second part,
where ∆t(·) is a variable. This ensures that the obtained
trajectory stays feasible with respect to kinematics of
nonholonomic robots.
Similarly, we define different sets of inequality constraints gTN (k), ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , N }, and gTM (k), ∀k ∈
{N +1, . . . , N +M }, for the intervals TN and TM . These
sets collect constraints which characterize bounds on
the velocity and curvature of the virtual leaders. Furthermore, the constraints gTM (k) ensure that inequalities ∆t(k) ≥ 0 are satisfied. The avoidance inequality
constraint gra,L (ΩL ) that characterizes the safety avoid2
ance region is defined as gra,L (ΩL ) := ra,L
− dist(ΩL )2 .
This constraint, which is complementary to the third
term of JL (ΩL ), is important in situations where an
unknown obstacle is detected closer to the re-initialized
solution, than is the value of ra,L . In this case, the third
term of the cost function is not penalizing such an infeasible solution.
Finally, gSF (ψL (N + M )) := kp̄L (N + M ) − CSF k −
rSF is a convergence constraint, which is satisfied if the
obtained trajectory enters the target region. In this paper, we assume that the target region is a circle with
radius rSF and center CSF . The constraint, which ensures that the solution enters the target region, together
with the first two terms of the JL (·) represent the costto-goal necessary for the convergence of the formation.
The leader’s trajectory obtained as the solution of
the problem in (2) are transformed for the followers using the approach in [4]. The computed sequences ψd,i (k) =
(p̄d,i (k), θd,i (k)), k ∈ {1, . . . , N }, are used as the desired states for the trajectory tracking mechanism for
each of the robot in the path following block in Fig. 4.
The states ψi (k), where k ∈ {1, . . . , N }, and the control vectors ūi (k), where k ∈ {1, . . . , N }, for each follower i are again collected into vectors Ψi and Ui . The
trajectory tracking under the receding horizon scheme
is captured as an optimization problem with an optimization vector Ωi = [Ψi , Ui ]. The employed cost function consists of two main components. The first term,
N
P
2
k(p̄d,i (k) − p̄i (k))k , penalizes deviations from the
k=1

desired trajectory derived from the leader’s trajectory.
The second component is equivalent to the third term
used in equation (3) and it ensures that dynamic or
lately detected obstacles are avoided. In this components, also the other followers are considered as dynamic obstacles, which “protects” the robots in a case
of an unexpected behavior of defective neighbors. The
influence of the components is adjusted by a constant
αi similarly as in equation (3). Again, the optimization

problem is subject to equality constraints and inequality constraints. The equality constraints (identical to
the equality constraints hTN (·)) ensure that the kinematics of robots is included in the results and the obtained trajectories are feasible for the followers. The
inequality constraints, similarly as constraints gTN (·),
reflect bounds on control inputs of followers.
Finally, we should again highlight that only the first
n control inputs of the obtained solutions (in Fig. 4
◦
these vectors are denoted as Ui,n
, i ∈ {1, . . . , η}) are
applied in robots’ actuators. The rest of the solutions
can be recycled via the initialization module in the next
iteration. Since the unused rest of the solutions needs to
be changed only due to the movement of dynamic obstacles or disturbances, such an approach significantly
decreases computational time of the optimization. The
influence of the initialization is even more perceivable
in the leader trajectory planning. There not only the
part of control inputs on the time interval TN , but the
complete solution on the time interval TM can be reutilized. In Fig. 4, the vectors applied as initialization
of the optimization processes are denoted as Ωjinit , j ∈
{1, . . . , η, L}.

4 Study of convergence to the target region
In this section, we show the convergence of the formation to the desired target region using the presented
MPC framework. Furthermore, the analysis presented
here could help to clarify the process of switching between the leaderships of both virtual leaders.
Let us denote the optimal cost obtained by solving the problem (2) at time τ as J(τ )◦ and let us denote perturbations on J(·)◦ between times τ1 and τ2
as D(τ1 , τ2 ). The perturbations include change of the
optimal cost given by the changes in the environment.
These can be caused by dynamic obstacles and disturbances due to unprecise sensors and actuators. If a feasible solution of the problem (2) at time t0 exists, we
can write the theorem of the convergence to the target
region as:
Theorem 41 The control inputs UL◦ (·), obtained by the
iteratively solved MPC method, stabilize and guide the
pair of virtual leaders towards the target region if perturbations on J(·)◦ , due to obstacles penalties, satisfy
D(τ1 , τ2 ) < n∆t, between any two times τ1 and τ2 of the
consequence MPC planning steps until the target region
is reached.
Proof The convergence of the virtual leaders to the target region can be proven, similarly as it is common in
approaches using the Lyapunov’s stability theorem [19],
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Fig. 5 Snapshots of the formation movement presented for the study of convergence of the planning process into the target region.
The period of replanning has been configured as n∆t = 1 (n = 2; ∆t = 0.5).

by showing the decrease of the optimal cost J(·)◦ . The
desired equilibrium, which is needed for the convergence
analysis, is considered as the whole target region in our
approach. The required property, which is the decrease
of J(·)◦ , can be transformed to the inequality
J(τ + n∆t)? < J(τ )◦ ,

(4)

which needs to be verified for each consequent MPC
planning step. The notation (·)? is used for identification of values that are obtained as a result of the optimization at time τ + n∆t and the notation (·)◦ for
values that are obtained as a result of the optimization
at time τ .
We will refer to the result of the optimization as the
optimal result even though, the optimality of solutions
of problems introduced in section 3.2 cannot be guaranteed with common optimization methods. We should

also emphasise that the presented proof is meaningful
only in situations, where a feasible solution of the MPC
is obtained. If it is not the case, a better initialization of
the optimization needs to be employed or the position
of the target region has to be changed.
Using the (·)◦ notation, we can get the optimal cost
at time τ as

◦

J(τ ) =

NX
+M ◦
k=N +1

◦

◦

∆t (k) +

nsw
X

t◦app (l) + c◦ ,

(5)

l=1

where c◦ substitutes the value of the last term in (3) and
n◦sw is a sum of the number of time intervals in which
the first virtual leader has the leadership and the number of time intervals in which the second virtual leader
has the leadership (i.e. the number of switches between
the leaderships plus one). We denote this number with
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the symbol ◦ , since the number of switches between
the leaderships of the virtual leaders is obtain as a result of the optimization process. Similarly as ∆t◦ (·) and
t◦app (·), the number n◦sw is gathered from the optimal
vector Ω ◦ . Finally, M ◦ is the actual value of M . This
value can be decreasing during the movement.
Let us suppose for now a scenario without perturbations on J(·)◦ due to dynamic obstacles or disturbances.
In such a scenario, let us divide the optimal trajectory
with cost J(τ )◦ to two parts at time τ +n∆t. Assuming
the absence of perturbations, the second part is the solution of the optimization problem (2) at time τ + n∆t.
This fact comes directly from the principle of optimality [3]. To show such a transition between the cost of
the optimal solution at time τ and at time τ + n∆t, we
describe all possible situations which can occur during
an arbitrary maneuver of the formation in the following
list. Each item in the list is illustrated by two snapshots
in Fig. 5. The first snapshot mentioned in the item of
the list always shows a solution of the optimization process at time τ and the second picture shows a solution
obtained at time τ + n∆t. The optimal cost at time τ is
written in (5) and the optimal cost at time τ + n∆t is
written in a separate equation for each situation. The
variables that are the same in the optimal cost at time
τ + n∆t as in the optimal cost at time τ are denoted
with the (·)◦ notation. The variables that are changed
after the receding step are denoted with the (·)? and the
relation with their former value at time τ is highlighted.
1. The first basic situation is illustrated by the sequence of snapshots (a) and (b) in Fig. 5. Between
these snapshots, the formation does not change the
sign of its velocity. The virtual leader does not enter to an appendix and values M ◦ and M ? remain
identical. Let us suppose that the solution in (a)
was obtained at time τ and the solution in (b) was
obtained at time τ + n∆t. Having the optimal cost
at time τ in (5), we can write the optimal cost at
time τ + n∆t as

which is ∆t◦ (N + 1), is shorter than n∆t. This case
is demonstrated in snapshots (b) and (c) in Fig. 5.
Here, we suppose that the solution in snapshot (b)
was obtained at time τ and the solution in (c) was
obtained at time τ + n∆t. One can see that the first
transition point of TM is “absorbed” by the interval
TN during the receding step and therefore the value
M ? needs to be decreased. The optimal cost at time
τ + n∆t can be expressed as
?

J(τ + n∆t) =

NX
+M ?

◦

?

∆t (k) +

k=N +1
◦

?

NX
+M ?

?

J(τ + n∆t) =

NX
+M ◦

◦

?

∆t (k) +

k=N +1
?

nsw
X

t◦app (l) + c? ,

l=1
◦

where ∆t (N +1) := ∆t (N +1)−n∆t and ∆t? (k) :=
∆t◦ (k), ∀k ∈ {N +2, · · · , N +M ◦ }. One can see that
all values in J(τ + n∆t)? remain unchanged from
J(τ )◦ , except the time when the first control input
on interval TM is applied. This period is shortened
with n∆t due to the receding step described in Section 2.2.
2. The second situation of the formation movement occurs if the duration of the first control input on TM ,

t◦app (l) + c? ,

l=1

where M := M − 1, ∆t (N + 1) := ∆t◦ (N + 1) +
∆t◦ (N + 2) − n∆t and ∆t? (k) := ∆t◦ (k + 1), ∀k ∈
{N + 2, · · · , N + M ? }.
3. Once the virtual leader arrives to an appendix, the
value M ? is again decreased and additionally the
estimated time of the virtual leader’s movement in
the appendix is shortened. An example of this situation is depicted in sequence (d)-(e) of Fig. 5. The
optimal cost at time τ + n∆t (picture (e)) can be
expressed as
?

?

J(τ + n∆t) =

k=N +1
◦

◦

∆t (k) +

nsw
X

t?app (l) + c? ,

l=1

where M := M − 1, ∆t (k) := ∆t◦ (k + 1), ∀k ∈
{N + 1, · · · , N + M ? }, t?app (1) := ∆t◦ (N + 1) +
t◦app (1) − n∆t and t?app (l) := t◦app (l), ∀l ∈ {2, · · · ,
n◦sw }.
4. The movement of the virtual leader in the appendix
is shown in snapshots (e) and (f) of Fig. 5. The
optimal cost at time τ + n∆t (picture (f)) differs
from the optimal cost at time τ , which is depicted in
(5), only in the estimated time of the virtual leader’s
movement in the appendix. The optimal cost at time
τ + n∆t can be expressed as
?

?

J(τ + n∆t) =

NX
+M ◦

?

◦

◦

∆t (k) +

k=N +1
:= t◦app (1)−n∆t
, n◦sw }.

nsw
X

t?app (l) + c? ,

l=1
and t?app (l)

where
:= t◦app (l),
∀l ∈ {2, · · ·
5. The last situation occurs, if the virtual leader approaches to the end of the appendix (see snapshots
(g) and (h) of Fig. 5). In such a case, the appendix
is removed from the plan. Furthermore, the duration of the first control input on the time interval
TM is shortened, since the part of the interval TN
already belongs to the second virtual leader, which
takes command from the next planning step. The
optimal cost at time τ + n∆t can be expressed as
t?app (1)

?

nsw
X

?

J(τ + n∆t) =

NX
+M ◦
k=N +1

?

?

∆t (k) +

nsw
X
l=1

t?app (l) + c? ,
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Let us now describe the behavior of the formation
from Fig. 5 forward in time. Once the first virtual leader
reaches the end of the appendix, the movement of the
formation is reversed and the second virtual leader gets
the leadership. From this point, the item 1. of the list
can be applied again to describe the convergence properties. Once the new virtual leader approaches to the
next appendix, the item 3. is employed (in the case of
existence of an additional transition point on the interval TM before the appendix, the item 2. would be also
utilized). For the driving in the appendix, the item 4. is
applied, which is followed by utilization of the item 5.
After this, the leadership is returned to the first virtual
leader, which again involves the item 1. and so forth.
Only manoeuvres composed from the atomic sequences
shown in the presented list can be designed by the proposed algorithm.
Now, one can subtract the equation (5) and the
equations that describe J(τ +n∆t)? . The obtained equality J(τ + n∆t)? − J(τ )◦ = −n∆t + c? − c◦ holds for all
the situations in the list. Combining this result with
equation (4), we get an inequality −n∆t + c? − c◦ < 0.
Let us now substitute c? − c◦ := D(τ, τ + n∆t) in the
inequality and one can see that equation (4) holds if
D(τ, τ + n∆t) < n∆t. We can conclude that the requirement on perturbations D(·, ·) < n∆t from Theorem 41 ensures the desired decrease of J(·)◦ and consequently the convergence of the formation to the target
region in all possible manoeuvres designed by the proposed method.


5

where ∆t? (N + 1) := ∆t◦ (N + 1) + t◦app (1) − n∆t,
∆t? (k) := ∆t◦ (k), ∀k ∈ {N + 2, · · · , N + M ◦ },
n?sw := n◦sw − 1 and t?app (l) := t◦app (l + 1), ∀l ∈
{1, · · · , n?sw }.

(a) The first dynamic obsta- (b) The second dynamic obcle avoidance manoeuvre.
stacle avoidance manoeuvre.

History of robots' movement
Planned states of followers
Initial plan at time t 0

Actual time: 31.5

(a)
(b)

4

5

2

3
1

In the environment with known and static obstacles,
the perturbations D(·, ·) are caused mainly by the imprecise sensors and actuators and by the impossibility
to find the optimal solution of the planning problem
in a finite time. It was observed that the dimension
of these perturbations depends mainly on the robotic
platform and it remains approximately constant during the mission. Therefore, it can be simple measured
and one can set the constants ∆t and n to satisfy the
inequality D(·, ·) < n∆t. In the presence of dynamic
obstacles or suddenly detected obstacles, the influence
of the third term of JL (·) may be the dominant part
of the perturbations. The inequality D(·, ·) < n∆t may
be then violated even if the above mentioned sources
of uncertainty are sufficiently small. In this case, the
convergence into the target region may be temporarily
broken. If such a situation is detected by a longer-term

TARGET

(c) Complete map with depicted areas zoomed in (a) and (b).
Fig. 6 Simulations of movement of self-guided vehicles during the avoidance of dynamic and suddenly appearing obstacles.
These results has been partly published in the conference paper
[36].

growth of the value of the cost function, the formation
may be forced to stop and the planning process needs
to be restarted.
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5 Experimental results
Results presented in this section have been obtained
using the proposed algorithm with parameters: n = 2,
N = 4, M = 8, α = 1, β = 1, αi = 1, βi = 1
and ∆t = 0.25s. In accordance with real robots, the
maximum forward and backward velocities of virtual
leaders of the formation are asymmetrical: vmin,L =
−vmax,L /2. The dynamic obstacles move with velocity
equal to vmax,L /2. The Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method [29] is employed for solving the
optimization problems introduced in section 3.2. This
solver provides the best performance from the tested
available algorithms (see e.g. [26, 25]). Nevertheless, one
can use any optimization method, which is able to solve
these optimization problems. The complete plan of the
movement as well as the number of switches between alternations of the leadership are designed autonomously
using the presented approach. Only the target region
and the desired shape of the formation are provided as
inputs of the algorithm.
5.1 Obstacle avoidance
An important feature of the proposed formation driving
concept is the ability to avoid static and dynamic obstacles and to prevent collisions within the team. Two
simulations of the formation movement that verify these
skills are presented in this section. The map of the Computer Science building at the University of Wuerzburg
in Germany was chosen as the workspace for the robots.
This map is known by the robots at the beginning of the
mission. The inner obstacles (static and dynamic) are
unknown and they are detected during the movement.
A formation of five autonomous robots has parameters
p1 = 0m, q1 = 0m, p2 = 0.3m, q2 = 0.25m, p3 = 0.3m,
q3 = −0.25m, p4 = 0.75m, q4 = 0.25m, p5 = 0.75m and
q5 = −0.25m.
In the first simulation (see Fig. 6), the formation is
facing two dynamic obstacles with a crash course and a
group of static obstacles. During the dynamic obstacle
avoidance, the robots are forced by the two obstacles
to change their plans. The obstacle avoidance function
ensures that the sufficient distance from the obstacles
and in between the robots of the formation is kept (see
snapshots in 6(a) and 6(b)). After this, the group of
the static obstacles blocks the corridor to the target almost completely. The small passage along the wall is too
narrow for the formation with the desired shape. Nevertheless, the plan of the followers can be autonomously
deviated to avoid the obstacles at the price of a temporary contracting of the formation, as can be seen in the
trajectories depicted in Fig. 6(c).

Table 1 Curvilinear coordinates of the followers with respect to
one of the virtual leaders used in simulations of the formation
maneuvering presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 11.

[m]
p1 ; q1
p2 ; q2
p3 ; q3
p4 ; q4
p5 ; q5
p6 ; q6

Scenario
Leader 1
0; 0.12
0; −0.12
1; 0.12
1; −0.12
2; 0.12
2; −0.12

in Fig. 8
Leader 2
2; −0.12
2; 0.12
1; −0.12
1; 0.12
0; −0.12
0; 0.12

Scenario in Fig. 11
Leader 1 Leader 2
0; 0.6
0.3; −0.6
0; 0
0.3; 0
0; −0.6
0.3; 0.6
0.3; 0.6
0; −0.6
0.3; 0
0; 0
0.3; −0.6 0; 0.6

The second simulation (see Fig. 7) demonstrates
the ability of the collision avoidance within the robots
in the formation. To show this property a failure of
the follower 3 is simulated. Two types of failures are
shown: Firstly the steering of the robot is blocked (see
Fig. 7(a)). Secondly the robot has been slipping leftward because of the left wheel blockage (see Fig. 7(b)).
This unforeseen behavior forces the robot 4 to an avoidance maneuver, which is successfully completed in Fig. 7(c).
The history of the movement of the broken robot 3 is
denoted by the shaded contours. The incomplete formation at the end of the task is depicted in Fig. 7(d).

5.2 Reverse Driving
Experiments in this subsection highlight the behavior of
the vehicles in manoeuvres where the reverse driving of
the formation is needed. In the first scenario, a formation of six robots with two virtual leaders L1 and L2 has
to be navigated from one room to the neighboring room
through a narrow corridor (see Fig. 8). The relative position of the entrance doors of the rooms, the width of
the corridor and the maximum turning radius of the
robots do not allow to simply turn the formation and a
more complicated movement is necessary. Parameters
of the formation are summarized for the first virtual
leader in the second column of the Table 1 and for the
second virtual leader in the third column. As shown in
the presented snapshots in Fig. 8, the formation is led
by the first virtual leader to safely pass through the first
door. In Fig. 8(a), the leading role is switched from the
first leader to the second one and the formation heads
backwards with the half speed. In Fig. 8(b), the movement is reversed again and the group is guided by the
first leader through the door to the second room. A final snapshot with denoted trajectories of the followers
is presented in Fig. 8(c).
The goal of the second scenario is to follow a narrow corridor with a sharp curve and to keep the compact shape of the formation (see Fig. 11). The em-
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(a) The beginning of the (b) The robot 4 is avoiding (c) The robot 4 overpassed (d) History of the robots’
follower 3 failure.
the problematic robot.
the robot 3.
movement.
Fig. 7 A sequence of snapshots presenting the failure tolerance of the system by simulation a failure of the follower 3. The history of
the movement of the robot 3 is depicted by the shaded contours in each planning step. The dashed rectangle in picture (d) designates
the region zoomed in (a)-(c).
time: 4.75s

L2

initial positions
time: 0s

L1

TARGET

final positions
time: 13.5s

time: 9.5s

(a)
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(c)

Fig. 8 Simulation of the formation driving in an office environment. A plan with two switches of the leading rules was found as a
solution of the optimization process. Positions of the vehicles in time of the switch are shown in (a) and (b). The final snapshot of the
accomplished mission is in (c). The initial states are denoted by the shadow contours.

ployed formation of six robots is described by its parameters in the fourth column of the Table 1 if the first
virtual leader is employed and by parameters in the
fifth column if the second virtual leader is employed.
The autonomously obtained solution of this problem
contains four changes of the direction of the formation velocity, which is enforced by the structure of the
workspace. The initial position of the formation (shadowed contours), a schematic plan of the movement, the
history of the movement and the final position of the
group are all presented in Fig. 11(b). The snapshots
in Fig. 11(a) show zoomed parts of the simulation at
times when the leadership was changed. Finally, the sequential change of the followers’ heading from the zero
initial values to the desired values equal to −3π/4 is

plotted in Fig. 11(c). The vertical lines denote times of
snapshots from Fig. 11(a). One can see that the plotted curves conspicuously form groups accordant with
belonging to particular rows (followers with the same
value of parameter pi ) of the formation. In each row,
the followers should keep the same heading at the same
time as arises from the basic fundamentals of the formation driving explained in Section 2.1. In reality, the
formation driving is influenced by all factors collected
in the cost function of followers’ trajectory tracking and
the values of heading are more or less deviating.
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Fig. 9 Experiment in a workspace imitating the office environment in Fig. 8. Pictures (a) and (f) correspond with Fig. 8(c), picture
(c) with Fig. 8(a) and picture (d) with Fig. 8(b)
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Fig. 10 Data captured from the odometry of both ploughs during the experiment in the office environment. The vertical dash-dotted
lines depict times of snapshots in Fig. 9.

5.3 Turning 180 Degrees
The turning 180 degrees (also called U-turn) is one of
the most challenging tasks for formations of car-like
robots that cannot simply turn on the spot and require
a more complicated maneuver. The scenarios in Fig. 12
shows turning of the formation at the end of a road. To
transform such a task to fit the concept presented in this
article, the formation of 9 robots is aiming to reach the
target region in the minimum time. Putting the final
region sufficiently far behind the formation and considering the asymmetry vmin,L = −vmax,L /2, the optimal

solution of the formation to target region problem is
to turn the formation and then to continue forward to
reach the desired area. Such a maneuver, which contains
two switches between the virtual leaders, is denoted by
dashed curves in Fig. 12(a). The complete history of
the turning can be seen in Fig. 12(d).
The presented simulations have shown only simple
scenarios to demonstrate basic behaviors of the proposed approach. More complicated scenarios proving
the ability to deal with local minima in a complex environment and statistics presenting the reliability and
repeatability of the algorithm can be found in [36, 34].
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final positions
time: 10.5s
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(a) Snapshots of the leadership multiple (b) Group’s initial and final states.
switching.

heading [rad]

L1

initial positions
time: 0s

-1
-1.5
-2
-2.5
0

Followers - first row
Followers - second row
2

4

6

8

10

time [s]

(c) Values of followers’ heading.

Fig. 11 The formation turning in a sharp curve. The group cannot simply turn due to the turning radius limitation.

5.4 Experiments with real robots
Actual time: 0

(a) The initial position of the formation with a complete plan for
both virtual leaders denoted by a dashed curve.
Actual time: 2

Actual time: 6.75

(b) The second virtual leader (c) The leadership is returned
undertakes the leadership.
to the first virtual leader.
Actual time: 14

(d) The accomplished task with denoted trajectories of the robots.
Fig. 12 Snapshots of turning 180 degrees on the obstacle free
road.

Movies of experiments and simulations presented in this
article can be seen in [28].

This section describes experiments that were carried
out with the G2Bot testbed2 . The G2Bot robotic platform is equipped with PC, odometry and wireless communication, which has been used for distribution of
the data necessary for the formation stabilization. The
formation driving algorithm introduced in Section 3
has been used with settings M = 8, N = 4, n = 2,
α = β = αi = βi = 1 and ∆t = 1s. Since the maximal
speed of vehicles has been limited to 0.1m/s, the distance between two transition points is approximately
0.2m. This is roughly one third of the total length of
robots which is proposed as an optimal setting in literature (see e.g. [30]). The time difference between two
subsequent planning steps is n∆t = 2s. Maximal computational time needed for the leader or followers replanning has been 1.76s in MATLAB environment on
the internal 1.2 GHz PC with 1GB RAM. Therefore,
the plans could be computed on-line during the movement of robots. We should mention that the first initial
plan before the mission was obtained in approximately
ten seconds. The consequence replanning has been significantly shorter, because the optimization is only employed for adapting the previous solution in accordance
with the new situation.
The presented experiment (see snapshots in Fig. 9,
data from odometry in Fig. 10 and a movie of the experiment in [28]) is a simplified version of the scenario
presented in Fig. 8. In the experiment, two robots have
been placed on the positions of virtual leaders L1 and
L2 in Fig. 8. This can demonstrate the mechanism of
the leadership alternation during the maneuver. The
parameters of such a simplified formation are p1 = 0m,
2 The G2Bot is a differential drive robot with a function emulating car-like robot kinematics.
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q1 = 0m, p2 = 2m and q2 = 0m if the first virtual leader
is leading the group and p1 = 2m, q1 = 0m, p2 = 0m
and q2 = 0m if the second virtual leader is leading the
group. The map of the environment and positions of
the vehicles are known before the mission. During the
experiment, positions are updated using a dead reckoning. An external positioning system is not necessary
in such a short term experiment. The actual position
of robots and their plans are shared via the wireless
communication.
Snapshots from additional experiments of the airport snow shoveling project, where the approach presented in this article was partly used, can be seen in
Fig. 13. A comprehensive description of the experiments
is available in [18, 35].

6 Conclusion
In this paper, the approach of adaptive control and trajectory planning for formations of nonholonomic selfguided vehicles has been presented. We have shown that
the developed method solves the formation to target region problem in environments with dynamic obstacles
and that the developed approach is robust to robot failures. It was verified that the utilization of the complementary virtual leaders for guiding of formations enables to autonomously design complex manoeuvres including multiple reverse driving or turning on the spot,
while the shape of the formation is kept invariant. Furthermore, the presented method enables to decide if a
solution of the desired task exists before the mission
starts. This is possible due to the incorporated trajectory planning into the concept of MPC. If a feasible
plan is obtained, the convergence of the plant to the required equilibrium under given requirements is ensured
by the presented proof. Both these properties are important in safety-critical systems, where a failure of the
mission cannot be accepted. Beyond this, the approach
provides a guess of the time required to reach the target
region, which is important for higher level mission planning systems. The applicability of the proposed system
in real scenarios has been verified by simulations and
experiments.
As a future work, a dynamic model of vehicles will
be integrated into the control scheme. This allows an
utilization of robots with a higher speed as e.g. unmanned aerial vehicles. The integration of the dynamic
model brings additional movement constraints and makes
the optimization process more complicated. With respect of this issues, a more efficient optimizer has to
be considered to obtain sufficiently fast response to
changes in the environment.
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APPENDIX 1 - Description of the separation of optimization results
In this appendix, the process of separation of the obtained results of the optimization to two parts, one for each virtual leader,
is described in general. The knowledge of the expected trajectory and control inputs for both leaders is important for higher level
algorithms of the mission planning. This enables to estimate the time when the formation reaches the target region and to obtain an
◦ is located in the 2 leaders module of the
estimate of the probability of mission failure. The process of separation of the vector ΩL
diagram in Fig. 4.

A Control inputs separation for each of the virtual leaders.
◦ (i)v ◦ (i + 1) <
Firstly, let us define an ordered set of indexes of samples where the polarity of velocity is changed as Isw := {i : vL
L
◦ (·) can be extracted from the vector U ◦
◦
◦
2(N +M ) . Now, we can
0}, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N + M − 1}. The values of vL
=
[U
,
U
]
∈
R
L,M N
L,N
L,M
simply obtain the total number of time intervals in which the first virtual leader has the leadership, nsw1 , and the total number of
time intervals in which the second virtual leader has the leadership, nsw2 . If nsw1 = nsw2 , we propose to collect the control inputs
used for the first virtual leader as
◦
UL
= [ū◦L (1), ū◦L (2), . . . , ū◦L (Isw (1)), ū◦App1 (1), ū◦L (Isw (2) + 1), ū◦L (Isw (2) + 2), . . . , ū◦L (Isw (3)), ū◦App1 (2),
1 ,M N

. . . , ū◦L (Isw (2nsw1 − 2) + 1), ū◦L (Isw (2nsw1 − 2) + 2), . . . , ū◦L (Isw (2nsw1 − 1)), ū◦App1 (nsw2 )]
and the control inputs for the second virtual leader as
◦
UL
= [ū◦L (Isw (1) + 1), ū◦L (Isw (1) + 2), . . . , ū◦L (Isw (2)), ū◦App2 (1), ū◦L (Isw (3) + 1), ū◦L (Isw (3) + 2), . . . , ū◦L (Isw (4)),
2 ,M N

ū◦App2 (2), . . . , ū◦App2 (nsw1 − 1), ū◦L (Isw (2nsw2 − 1) + 1), ū◦L (Isw (2nsw2 − 1) + 2), . . . , ū◦L (N + M )].
If nsw1 6= nsw2 , the control inputs used for the first virtual leader can be collected as
◦
UL
= [ū◦L (1), ū◦L (2), . . . , ū◦L (Isw (1)), ū◦App1 (1), ū◦L (Isw (2) + 1), ū◦L (Isw (2) + 2), . . . , ū◦L (Isw (3)), ū◦App1 (2),
1 ,M N

. . . , ū◦App1 (nsw2 ), ū◦L (Isw (2nsw1 − 2) + 1), ū◦L (Isw (2nsw1 − 2) + 2), . . . , ū◦L (N + M )]
and the control inputs for the second virtual leader as
◦
UL
= [ū◦L (Isw (1) + 1), ū◦L (Isw (1) + 2), . . . , ū◦L (Isw (2)), ū◦App2 (1), ū◦L (Isw (3) + 1), ū◦L (Isw (3) + 2), . . . , ū◦L (Isw (4)),
2 ,M N

ū◦App2 (2), . . . , ū◦L (Isw (2nsw2 − 1) + 1), ū◦L (Isw (2nsw2 − 1) + 2), . . . , ū◦L (Isw (2nsw2 )), ū◦App2 (nsw1 − 1)].
◦
◦
The vectors TL∆,◦
(resp. TL∆,◦
) will be compiled similarly as the vector UL
(resp. UL
), because the variables ū(·)
1 ,M N
2 ,M N
1 ,M N
2 ,M N
and ∆t(·) are inseparably joined.

B States’ separation for each of the virtual leaders.
The knowledge of transition points of the planned trajectory is important for most of the higher level reasoning systems. Here, we can
◦ for both virtual leaders as follows. If n
simply extract these states from the obtained vector ΩL
sw1 = nsw2 , we propose to collect the
states of the trajectory of the first virtual leader as
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
ΨL
= [ψL
(1), ψL
(2), . . . , ψL
(Isw (1)), ψApp
(1), ψL
(Isw (2)), ψL
(Isw (2) + 1), . . . , ψL
(Isw (3)), ψApp
(2),
1 ,M N
1
1
◦
◦
◦
◦
. . . , ψL
(Isw (2nsw1 − 2)), ψL
(Isw (2nsw1 − 2) + 1), . . . , ψL
(Isw (2nsw1 − 1)), ψApp
(nsw2 )].
1

and the states of the second virtual leader as
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
ΨL
= [ψL
(Isw (1)), ψL
(Isw (1) + 1), . . . , ψL
(Isw (2)), ψApp
(1), ψL
(Isw (3)), ψL
(Isw (3) + 1), . . . , ψL
(Isw (4)),
2 ,M N
2
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
ψApp
(2), . . . , ψApp
(nsw1 − 1), ψL
(Isw (2nsw2 − 1)), ψL
(Isw (2nsw2 − 1) + 1), . . . , ψL
(N + M )].
2
2

If nsw1 6= nsw2 , the states of the trajectory of the first virtual leader can be collected as
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
(2),
ΨL
= [ψL
(1), ψL
(2), . . . , ψL
(Isw (1)), ψApp
(1), ψL
(Isw (2)), ψL
(Isw (2) + 1), . . . , ψL
(Isw (3)), ψApp
1 ,M N
1
1
◦
◦
◦
◦
. . . , ψApp
(nsw2 ), ψL
(Isw (2nsw1 − 2)), ψL
(Isw (2nsw1 − 2) + 1), . . . , ψL
(N + M )]
1

and the states of the second virtual leader as
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
ΨL
= [ψL
(Isw (1)), ψL
(Isw (1) + 1), . . . , ψL
(Isw (2)), ψApp
(1), ψL
(Isw (3)), ψL
(Isw (3) + 1), . . . , ψL
(Isw (4)),
2 ,M N
2
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
ψApp
(2), . . . , ψL
(Isw (2nsw2 − 1)), ψL
(Isw (2nsw2 − 1) + 1), . . . , ψL
(Isw (2nsw2 )), ψApp
(nsw1 − 1)].
2
2
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APPENDIX 2 - list of variables and utilized symbols
η∈N
n0 ∈ N
L
i
j
θj (t) ∈ R
ψj (t) ∈ R3
p̄j (t) ∈ R2
(xj (t), yj (t)) ∈ R2
(pj (t), qj (t)) ∈ R2
vj (t) ∈ R
Kj (t) ∈ R
ūj (t) ∈ R2
vmax,i ∈ R
vmin,i ∈ R
Kmax,i ∈ R
∆t(k) ∈ R
rs ∈ R
ra ∈ R
rs,L ∈ R
ra,L ∈ R
TN
TM
N ∈N
M ∈N
n∈N
∆
TL,M
∈ RM
ΨL,N ∈ R3N
ΨL,M ∈ R3M
UL,N ∈ R2N
UL,M ∈ R2M
ūApp (·) ∈ R2
UApp ∈ RN +M
tApp (l) ∈ R
ΩL ∈ R6N +8M −2
()◦
()init
()App1
()App2
nsw1 ∈ N
nsw2 ∈ N
Ψd,i ∈ R3N
Ψi ∈ R3N
Ui ∈ R2N
Ωi ∈ R5N

number of followers
number of static and dynamic obstacles in the workspace of robots
symbol denoting variables related to virtual leaders; Symbols L1 and L2 distinguish between particular virtual
leaders only if necessary.
symbol denoting variables related to i-th follower
symbol denoting variables related to j-th entity, a follower or a virtual leader
heading of j-th entity (j ∈ {1, . . . , η, L}) at time t
configuration (position and heading) of j-th entity at time t
position of j-th entity at time t
position of j-th entity in Cartesian coordinates at time t
position of j-th entity in curvilinear coordinates at time t
velocity of j-th entity at time t
curvature of j-th entity at time t
control inputs (velocity and heading) for j-th entity at time t
maximal forward velocity of the i-th vehicle
limit on the backward velocity of the i-th vehicle
maximal control curvature of the i-th vehicle
time difference between the k-th and k + 1-th transition points
radius of a circular detection boundary; Single robots should not respond to obstacles detected outside this region.
radius of a circular avoidance boundary; Distance between the robots and obstacles less than ra is considered as
inadmissable.
extended detection radius including the size of the formation for the virtual leader planning
extended avoidance radius including the size of the formation for the virtual leader planning
the first part of the control horizon with constant time difference between transition points; This interval provides
immediate control inputs regarding the local environment.
the second part of the control horizon with variable time difference between transition points; This interval captures
global characteristics of the environment to properly navigate the formation to the goal.
number of transition points on the interval TN
number of transition points on the interval TM
number of transition points on the part of interval TN , which is applied in each receding step
set of varying values of time difference between neighbouring transition points on the interval TM
set of states (in the transition points) on the interval TN
set of states (in the transition points) on the interval TM
set of control inputs applied between the transition points on the interval TN
set of control inputs applied between the transition points on the interval TM
control inputs applied for movement of virtual leaders in the appendixes
set of control inputs applied for movement of virtual leaders in the appendixes
time of movement of a virtual leader in the l-th appendix
common optimization vector used for the trajectory planning for both virtual leaders
notation for denoting results of the optimization process
notation for denoting variables applied as initialization of the optimization processes
notation for denoting states and control inputs of the first virtual leader in the appendixes
notation for denoting states and control inputs of the second virtual leader in the appendixes
number of intervals in which the first virtual leader has the leadership
number of intervals in which the second virtual leader has the leadership
◦ for the i − th follower
set of desired states derived from ΩL
set of states of the i − th follower in the transition points
set of control inputs of the i − th follower applied between the transition points
optimization vector used for the trajectory tracking of the i − th follower

